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Abstract. The concept of multidimensional modeling bas proven extremely suc

cessful in the area of Online Analytical Processing (OLAP) as one of many appn

cations running on top of a data warehouse installation. Although many different 

modeling lecbnlques expressed in extended multidimensional data models were 

proposed in the recent past, we feel lhat many hot issues are not properly 

reflected. In tbis paper we address ten common problems reaching from defects 

within dimensional suuctures over multidimensional structures to new analytical 

requirements and more. 

1 Introduction 

A proper data model is lhe core of representing a part of the real world in tbe context of 

a database. The multidimensional data model ((43)) has proven extremely adequate for 

Lhe explorative analysis of info1mation stored in a data warehouse. Many variations of 

the multidimensional modeling idea were proposed in U1e recent past, extending the 

classical way of multidimensionally reflecting the world in different directions. How

ever, no data model provides a comprehensive set of structuraJ and operational tools 

necessary for a flexible and extensive analysis of information stored within a data ware

house system. After many years of research this paper provides a summary of open 

problems in the context of multidimensional modeling. From our point of view, these 

problems are of fundamental importance and need further investigation in the very near 

future, but we have t0 emphasize thaL the list of open problems sw-ely is not complete. 

The remainder of U1e paper identifies and discusses ten defects of current mullidimen

sional data models. ln identifying tJ1ose defects we encourage Lhe data warehousing 

community to develop adequate solutions Lo improve lhe service accomplished by a 

successful data warehousing infrastructure. In discussing U1e current stale-of-the-art we 

are far Crom producing tlle ultimate solutions of these problems. However we wam LO 

pinpoint the single problems and produce a list following U1e same pattern every Lime. 

The Surrounding Modeling Framework 

The similarity Lo the design pauern approach by Gamma el al. (1111) is not purely acci

dental. The goal is a modular data model extensible by plug-ins. 

(0) To reflect a multidimensional application scenario properly, we need an extensible

data model (Le. a multidimensional meta model) to plug in certain modeling fea

tures, in the sense of modules, as needed.
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Many application scenarios are well equipped with the idea of the simple multidimen-
sional modeling. There are also many non-standard OLAP applications which would
tremendously benefit from using OLAP technology. However, providing modeling
techniques for every possible scenario does not seem like an adequate approach. Thus,
the general concept is to provide a meta model from which application designers may
instantiate a certain concrete multidimensional model with only the extensions they
need for the actual scenario. This would help to develop and organize the modeling
techniques in a very modular way. On the one hand, researchers are then able to provide
new model extensions as simple plug-ins into the model. On the other hand, developers
would have to demonstrate expertise only in those modules which they are really
intending to use. Although many modeling proposals were made in the recent past, there
is no well-known and widely accepted work providing a meta modeling framework. In
proposing such a framework, the modular approach and the feature of extensibility of
UML could be used as a guideline.

2 Ten Problems

The next ten sections deal with shortcomings of the multidimensional data model and
sketches existing or possible solutions. We are focussing on dimensional, multidimen-
sional aspects as well as meta information.

Problem: Unbalanced Hierarchies

(1) Complex applications modeled in an OLAP style require flexible classification
structures. Current theory demands that every path from the generic top level node
to any of the leaves has the same length. This is not always possible in practice.

Description: In general, two cases of unbalanced hierarchies are possible: an arbitrary
subtree of the classification tree lacks an inner level in comparison to its siblings or it
lacks the leaf level. In either case the result is an unbalanced hierarchy. Unbalanced
hierarchies are not necessarily the result of a bad dimensional design. The real world
may demand that kind of hierarchies; e.g. consider the product dimension of a bank or
insurance company. Certain loan services are packaged and combined with other finan-
cial services, while the product of a simple savings account does not have any further
subclassifications. The main problem of unbalanced hierarchies is that on a certain level
of the classification tree the partitioning property is violated: it is not guaranteed that
the sum of the sales figures for all nodes of a certain level really represents the total sum.

Discussion: The topic of unbalanced hierarchies is not treated in literature in detail
([22]). The simple approach is the introduction of dummy nodes: these are introduced
where necessary to produce a regular, balanced hierarchy. This problem plays an impor-
tant role also in some of the following problems. For example in the case of schema evo-
lution (problem 10) aggregation over long periods of time has to deal with changing and
thus unbalanced hierarchies. Further discussiuon of the topic also known as non-cover-
ing or heterogenous dimensions can be found in [15], [16], [33] and [42]
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Problem: Irregular Hierarchies

(2) Another defect of the common classification hierarchy concept is that only pure
1:N-relationships between classification nodes of adjacent levels are allowed to
avoid irregularities in aggregations. Especially the product dimension demands to
drop this restriction, i.e. a general acyclic classification graph is needed.

Description: Nowadays we are surrounded by complex products that fulfil the func-
tionality of several products. A mobile phone SL 45 is not a phone only, it also is a per-
sonal digital assistant (PDA) and an MP3 player. In a strict classification hierarchy it
can only be assigned to a single product family, e.g. to Mobile Phones. This 1:N-rela-
tionship is particularly important for aggregating along drill paths: only under this con-
dition the sum of sales over all Articles is equal to the sum of sales over all Product Fam-
ilies (figure 1). In practice it might be interesting to also consider the SL 45 when cal-
culating the sum of sales over PDAs or MP3 players. So it might be desirable to assign
it to all three product families (lower half of figure 1). This means to give up the 1:N
relationship in favour of a general N:M mapping which results in an acyclic classifica-
tion graph for the dimension(s). However this approach causes a wrong result for the
sum over all product families because the phone’s sales figures go into the sum three
times instead of only once thus yielding 200,100 instead of 200,000, the correct result.

Discussion: Literature suggests two solutions
that both are not really satisfactory ([21], [20]).
The more general solution is to specify a distri-
bution for the sales figures of the classification
node in question. For example the following
heuristic could be issued: 80% of all sales fig-
ures for the SL 45 are added to the Mobile
Phones category and 10% to each, PDA and
MP3 Players. Obviously this approach avoids
the different aggregation results on different
classification levels. However it only produces
estimated figures, its quality depending on the
quality of the distribution. The other solution is
a special case of the distribution approach: the facts related to a multi-predecessor clas-
sification node are completely assigned to exactly one higher classification node
(100%). Further ideas are given in [34], [40], [42].

Problem: Detailed Feature Exploration

(3) The simple notion of a classification hierarchy is not capable of reflecting complex
dimensional information. Besides the hierarchical structure we demand an addi-
tional infrastructure to model complex features comprehensively describing simple
classification nodes.

Description: Consider a product dimension. Simple articles are grouped to product
groups, these in turn into product areas, families an so on. However, a single product
does exhibit a tremendous feature list, providing extra information with regard to color,
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Fig. 1. 1:N Mapping vs. N:M Mapping
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packaging type, delivery information and so on. If those features may be assigned to
every product in a product dimension, the classical way of multidimensional modeling
may look sufficient. However, if features are local to certain classes of products, exten-
sions to the data model are necessary. For example the set of washing machines cer-
tainly exhibits a completely different set of properties as kitchen appliances do. But
both are members of the same dimension. A second issue in annotating dimensional
structures consists in the problem of detailing a dimensional structure beyond the leaf
nodes of a dimensional hierarchy. Again, considering a product dimension, one may
wish to expand each product regarding the single parts needed to construct this specific
article. These parts may either appear as products themselves in the dimension or they
may reflect sub-articles which are not part of the primary dimensional structure. Obvi-
ously, strong summarizability is not required with this technique. Instead, drilling sales
figures beyond the atomic level may help the analyst to gain knowledge according to
relationships to other product areas.

Discussion: Addressing the first problem in annotating dimensional structures with
properties local to certain classification nodes was done in [23]. Unfortunately, this
work misses a seamless integration with other wishful extensions. Work considering the
second issue in splitting data beyond the leaf nodes of a classification tree must be seen
as a variation of many other problems described. Since a single article is made of many
parts or annotated with multiple features we consider this an N:M-relationship problem
(problem 2). Moreover, if we require summarizability to a certain degree, dealing with
de-aggregation is necessary to come up with a reasonable solution (problem 6).

Problem: Multidimensional Constraints

(4) While the hierarchical structure of a dimension exhibits strong functional dependencies
between the single category attributes, the data cells of a multidimensional data cube are not
subject of any constraints beyond a given data and summarizability type. We demand an addi-
tional multidimensional constraint mechanism focussing the sparsity, i.e. the existence or
absence of explicit NULL-values.

Description: A multidimensional data cube usually exhibits a high degree of sparsity,
because many possible combinations of dimensional elements do not show a corre-
sponding data entry. In the same way the relational model types and limits NULL values
the multidimensional model requires (a) an additional mechanism to type the non-exis-
tent data cell values according to their meaning and (b) a constraint mechanism to
explicitly allow or prohibit the existence of data values for certain combinations. An
example for different types of NULL values would be the case where a difference has
to be made regarding data which is known to be delivered from external data sources
but has not arrived yet and data which will never appear in the data cube.

Discussion: Regarding the first issue, we may extend the domain of all possible values
of a measure by two constant values, NOT_KNOWN and NOT_EXISTENT following
the classical NULL value theory from the relational world ([7]). While the first value
denotes a not yet available but possible NULL value, the second value gives the user
(and the system!) the hint that the corresponding data entry is currently not available
and will never be accessible, because this combination does not make sense in the real
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world application. The second issue demands a way to declare multidimensional NULL
constraints for sub-cubes defined over dimensional elements. In opposite to the rela-
tional model, a cell should be tagged ALWAYS_NULL to prevent any user data,
NEVER_NULL to demand user data or ANY to keep the constraint unspecified. If a
data cell tagged with ANY has no recorded value a NOT_KNOWN value takes place
because a value may be inserted in the future. Moreover the system should have knowl-
edge of these types so that they are excluded within an OLAP data cube and users are
not permitted to explore, i.e. drill-down into those sub-cubes. Unfortunately no work in
the area of multidimensional data models is aware of this problem and incorporates a
solution seamlessly into the modeling framework.

Problem: Restricting Access to Multidimensional Information

(5) By integrating data from different data sources into a single data cube access restric-
tions must be introduced for the new (and often more valuable) information: in the
static case, the data model should provide techniques to prevent certain user groups
from accessing some areas of the data cube. In the dynamic case, user should not be
able to gather “forbidden” data by inference applying tracker techniques.

Description: In using a data warehouse database users are suddenly able to retrieve
combined and valuable information. Access mechanism compiled in the data model are
required to grant access only to predefined areas of the data cube. Commercial products
already restrict access to specific classification hierarchy nodes or provide only aggre-
gated data or slices of the complete data cube. Besides these static problems, topics like
inference - gathering new information from already known data - have to be considered. 

Discussion: For solving the static access problem object privileges must be set up on a
fine granularity, possibly on classification nodes or even on single data cells. To protect
a data warehouse from inferring sensitive data we have to consider two ways to receive
this sensitive data. First, there is one-query-inference, which generates the required
information with one user query. Second, a user combines the results of multiple queries
to receive the required data (audit based). This approach is called multiple-query-infer-
ence. Research work has been done in the area of scientific and statistical databases
([8]) but has to be adequately transferred to data warehousing. An example for a one-
query-inference is to reduce the number of items of the result set by using parallel clas-
sifications, e.g. by characterizing products non-ambiguously with its feature values
(problem 3). In [41] an indicator-based recognition algorithm is proposed which can be
used for access control at runtime.

Problem: Missing Data

(6) While traditional analysis operators in data warehousing are defined on existing
(raw) data, the application world is interested in operators to get information about
areas where no data exist.

Description: Consider the following situation: Several industry companies are selling
statistical data (parameterized by fact, granularity, and classification tree). Obviously,
the price of data increases with the granularity and the coverage. If a customer periodi-
cally has to buy detailed data he has to spend a lot of money. The question for such a
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customer is as follows: Is it enough to get detailed data only every other period and esti-
mate the data of the missing periods with the risk of missing some important deviations
from what is normal? If the application is satisfied with such a strategy, the data model
should be able to provide tools to estimate, i.e. substitute missing data cubes.

Discussion: One strategy to estimate missing data is to use interpolation between the
known detailed data of two or more periods. The disadvantage of this idea is obvious:
The missing data can only be computed retrospectively. Another technique might be
deaggregation: Usually, the drill-down operator may be applied, only if detailed data is
available. If the data does not exist then the deaggregation function splits aggregated
values and generates detailed data according to a predefined pattern: If an equal distri-
bution of the data is assumed then the deaggregation function divides the aggregated
value by the number of the children of this node. A more complex strategy is the usage
of a distribution pattern: If the distribution of the data in another period is known then
the same distribution can be applied to the aggregated value of the current period. For
example the percentage distribution of sold video recorders in Germany in January
2001 can be used to compute the distribution in January 2002. Furthermore, if data from
the preceding months are known then the data of January 2002 can be estimated by
trend exploration. Related work can be found in [3], [26].

Problem: Sequence Operations

(7) The classification nodes of a dimension reflect the idea of repetitive grouping to
build a classification hierarchy. The ordering of classification nodes within a dimen-
sion according to data values from inside of the data cube is not known yet.

Description: The need for sequence based
analysis techniques is impressively shown by
recent developments of SQL. Operators like
OVER() with its ORDER BY or WINDOW-
ING extensions enable the formulation of que-
ries for cumulating sum or moving average
values, whereby schema and fact data have to
be considered in a different way. Although
these operations are not yet fully standardized,
the problems arising from sequence oriented queries in the relational area are well stud-
ied and many concepts are published (e.g. [35]) or already implemented in commercial
database systems or in OLAP-Tools. However, especially the implementations are quite
proprietary and general concepts in the multidimensional data model are missing. The
dimensional attributes of one dimension form a set which is characterized by having no
order. A first level of ordering dimensional data is to rely on the domain of the elements.
Time for example already exhibits a natural order. Persons may be sorted according to
their name or additional features. A second level of ordering may be seen in relying on
data from the data cube. For example, salesmen could be ordered according to their
profit, whereat profit is a regular multidimensional fact. Finally the fact data itself could
be ordered for some reason. 

[V,Z][A,E]

ALL ([A,Z])

[Z]

Z9..Z0..A0.. A9..

[A] [E] [V]

<

<<<<

<

<<

Fig. 2. Inheritance of a total order
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Discussion: If an order is defined on a specific level of the classification hierarchy, then
the order of a classification level is inherited to all elements being on a lower level.
Figure 2 illustrates the inheritance. A major problem are holes in one level: If holes
exist, then it is impossible to classify new elements. Figure 2 illustrates the problem, if
all elements of the interval [F;U] are not members of the classification hierarchy
although the parent node is indicated by [A;Z]. Beside the ordering of the classification
hierarchy it is also possible to order the fact data. While the order of the first one is given
by the modeler and modifications affecting the order are rare, the fact data are updated
quite often. Therefore, to order the elements after each update to support only a small
number of operations makes no sense. Therefore, the fact data are ordered on demand.
The basis is a classification tree, which is generated ad hoc, why we call this operation
ad hoc classification. In the same way as [35] defines relational sequence operators for
selection, projection or aggregation on sequences or for concatenating and shifting have
to be defined in the multidimensional data model as well.

Problem: Progressive Query Answering

(8) While almost everything is said about cleaning, scrubbing and integrating data from
multiple data sources into a single consistent data warehouse database, very little
work has been performed discussing the problem of approximate answers.

Description: One of the major goals and biggest problems in data warehousing is to
support real-time OLAP. In the last decade, several strategies like indexing ([30]), join
optimization, or preaggregation ([13], [1]) were developed. However, running a query
might still take a long time. The goal of query processing is always to produce ’exact
results’, which is worth to take a closer look at: Is it really important to get the exact
result or is it sufficient to compute a quick result, which comes close to the exact result? 

Discussion: The problem of fuzzy query answers is well known in the area of statistics
([26]), where sampling is one of the basic methods. This idea could be applied to data
warehousing to get a first estimation of the result on existing data, e.g. only a fraction
of the fact table is read, aggregated and the result extrapolated to get an appraised value
of the exact one. The main advantage of this technique is that a fast preliminary result
is computed and presented to the user in a first step, while the computation of the exact
result can be executed in a traditional manner in a second step. The difference betweeen
the approximated and the correct value depends on the sampling technique, which has
to consider the distribution of the data. Another alternative is to compute the exact value
of one partial sum and extrapolate the value to get an appraised value of the result which
can also be dynamically refined. After computing the first partial sum, a second partial
sum is computed, a new appraised value is generated and presented to the user. This pro-
ceeds until all partial sums are calculated which corresponds to the exact value. The
main advantage of the sketched idea is that in each step the user gets an estimated value
which is based on more exact partial sums. The incremental characteristic is called
online aggregation which is introduced by [18] in the relational context. Recently [32]
presented the idea of Iterative Data Cubes, which is a special kind of pre-aggregation
for online aggregation by handling different dimensions independently. 
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Problem: Modeling Metadata Information

(9) To achieve the aim of data warehouse systems, the analysis of integrated data, meta
data are essential in order to interpret the results and benefit from the expense of set-
ting up a data warehouse. Proposals for standards of a common meta schema have
been made but have not yet got accepted.

Description: If users cannot understand and interpret the results of OLAP queries, the
acceptance and benefit of the whole data warehouse is suffering. An effective data con-
solidation can be realized only with support of well organized and structured meta data.
To enable different systems to interact with each other a standardized API to process the
meta data and a common conceptual schema or a data exchange format is required. A
consistent exchange format not only enables the exchange of data directly between
cooperating data warehouse systems but also may serve as a base to distribute multidi-
mensional organized data over the web by a third party provider. If data can be inter-
preted, downloading and integrating data cubes in a local data warehouse would no
longer be a vision. 

Discussion: The common warehouse metamodel (CWM, [6]) has been set up by the
OMG which includes in the meantime the Open Information Model (OIM, [31]). But it
has not become that widely accepted and used as it is desirable. This is due to the lack
of support for some applications. A common, standardized meta data framework has to
be both flexible and detailed. An imprecise meta schema has no benefit and yields to
desiderative utilization. On the other hand it has to be adaptable to a broad range of
applications, otherwise it misses an effective support for these and usage is limited. A
possible way to reach this aim is a plug-in mechanism to get a customizable meta
schema. A comprehensive meta modeling has also to consider data exchange. An XML
based encoding of multidimensional data with the purpose of data exchange is shown
in [29]. Tightly connected to this topic is a query definition standard. A query formu-
lated at one system must be transferred to another one, executed and the result passed
back to origin warehouse. Some work has been done in this area ([27], [26]).

Problem: Schema Evolution

(10)The multidimensional schema may change in the course of time. Examples for
modifications of the schema are the insertion of a new classification node or the
deletion of a classification level. The schema has to reflect changes in the real world
like introduction of new products or the modification of structure of the channels of
distribution.

Description: In general one may distinguish between schema evolution and schema
versioning. Schema evolution means that the data is adapted to the new structure and
the old schema will be lost, whereas schema versioning retains the schemata for the
according validity period. This enables evaluation of the data based on an arbitrary
structure, the currently valid schema, the schema of a past point in time or the correlat-
ing schema of data creation. Schema evolution causes fewer problems as data is trans-
formed into the new structure and afterwards query processing is just the same as in a
regular data warehouse. Schema versioning requires more complex solutions.
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Discussion: When storing data with its schema changes additional structures to repre-
sent the temporal aspects are necessary. One possibility is to introduce new attributes
containing the time stamps for the begin and the end of the valid time. But the increased
complexity of the storage schema entails an unsatisfying query performance. New con-
cepts of query processing are necessary. Also preaggregation becomes more difficult as
with schema historization another analysis dimension has to be considered. Further-
more multidimensional indices which support the evaluation of data according to dif-
ferent schemata are conceivable. At the user front end there is a lack of support by query
languages and OLAP tools. For the relational interface e.g. TSQL, TSQL2 or TQUEL
([38]) have been developed. For further work see [16], [21].

3 Summary and Conclusion

This paper is meant to be a guide through still open problems of multidimensional mod-
eling in data warehousing. The data warehouse is a well understood and well estab-
lished technique in modern business. It reflects the core of OLAP, decision support,
CRM, etc. We subject ourselves to the multidimensional data model because it enables
us to efficiently follow predefined evaluation paths. Still there are several situations in
real world business, that are not solved satisfyingly. The bottom line of this paper is that
we have to accept that there will never be the one and only multidimensional data
model. Instead we have to develop a catalogue of data warehouse patterns: whenever a
problem arises the catalogue provides a detailed description of this problem and dis-
cusses the solutions at hand.
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